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CONCEPT OF THE DAY





Samples for concept of the day and Glimpses of the event

SLN
O

DATE
NAME OF
THE STUDENT BRANC

H
YEA
R

TOPIC

1 17/08/2022 Agila IT II Cloud Computing

2 23/08/2023 Bhargavi
IT

II Tejavu

3 24/08/2022
Sai Lakshmi IT

IV
Neural Network

4 24/08/2022
Srisha IT

III
Security Analysis

5
24/08/2022 Bhuvana IT

II
Internet of Things

6
25/08/2022 Prakash IT

III
Tiny ML

7
25/08/2022 Sri harika IT

III
Time Management

8
26/08/2022 Brindha IT

II
Fact of the Dubai

9 27/08/2022
Derrick IT

II
Current war

10
27/08/2022 Vignesh IT

III Digital Marketing

11
30/08/2022 Dhana

Sekar
IT

II
About Python

12
07/09/2022 Vinoth IT

III
Digital Marketing

13 07/09/2022
Gokul IT

IV
Mobile Technology

14 12/09/2022
Mohana Kumari IT

III
Digital Marketing

15
14/09/2022 Arun IT

III
Data Visualization

16 22/09/2022
Jenica IT

II Web Development

17 23/09/2022
Krithika IT

II
Facts about Robot

18
23/09/2022 Bharath Kumar IT

IV
Micro Technology

19
08/10/2022 Monisha IT

II
Digital Marketing

20
20/10/2022 Roshan IT

II
Mobile App

21
20/10/2022 Sharook Khan IT

IV
Control System



22

27/10/2022 Guru Nithin IT II Web Devlopment

23
27/10/2022 Sneha IT IV Quantum Computing

24
27/10/2022 Siva Kumar IT III

Cloud Analytics

25 30/10/2022 Sachitha
IT II Binary Tree

26
03/11/2022 Kowshik IT II

Importance of World

27
09/11/2022 Lavanya

IT
II Supervised Learning

28
09/02/2023 Agila IT II NFA

29
09/02/2023 Sneha IT III Machine Learning

30
15/02/2023 Krishna Kishore IT II Operating System

31
21/02/2023 Vasugi IT II Web Browser



NAME : AGILA

YEAR : II

CONCEPT NAME : CLOUD

COMPUTING

Cloud computing refers to the delivery of computing services, such as storage, processing, and software,

over the internet. It enables users to access and utilize these resources on-demand, offering

scalability, cost-efficiency, and flexibility. Cloud computing has become integral to businesses,

providing the infrastructure for innovation, data management, and digital transformation.

NAME : BHARGAVI

YEAR : II

CONCEPT NAME : TEJAVU

"Tejavu" appears to be a misspelling or a non-standard term. There is no recognized or widely-known

concept or word called "Tejavu." If you have a specific question or if you meant to inquire about a

different topic, please provide more context or clarify your query, and I'd be happy to assist you.

NAME : SAI LAKSHMI

YEAR : IV

CONCEPT NAME : NEURAL NETWORK

A neural network is a machine learning model inspired by the human brain. It consists of interconnected

nodes (neurons) organized in layers. Input data is passed through these layers, with each neuron

applying weights and biases to generate an output. Training involves adjusting these parameters to

minimize errors, allowing neural networks to learn complex patterns and make predictions, making them

essential in various applications like image recognition and natural language processing.

NAME : BHUVANA

YEAR : II

CONCEPT NAME : INTERNET OF THINGS

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the network of physical objects, devices, and sensors that are



connected to the internet, enabling them to collect and exchange data. These interconnected objects can
include everything from smart thermostats and wearable fitness trackers to industrial machinery. IoT
enables real-time monitoring, automation, and data-driven decision-making in various domains, such as
smart cities, healthcare, agriculture, and manufacturing, ultimately improving efficiency, convenience,
and quality of life while presenting challenges related to security and data privacy.

NAME : SRI HARIKA

YEAR : III

CONCEPT NAME : TIME MANAGEMENT

Time management is the practice of efficiently allocating and prioritizing your available time to
complete tasks and achieve goals. It involves setting clear objectives, creating schedules or to-do lists,
and making efficient use of time by minimizing distractions and procrastination. Effective time
management helps individuals enhance productivity, reduce stress, and improve work-life balance.
Techniques like the Pomodoro Technique, Eisenhower Matrix, and goal setting are commonly used to
optimize time management skills..

NAME : DERRICK

YEAR : II

CONCEPT NAME : CURRENT WAR

The term "Current War" can refer to different historical events, but one notable context is the
competition between Thomas Edison and George Westinghouse in the late 19th century to establish the
dominant electrical power distribution system in the United States. Edison advocated for direct current
(DC), while Westinghouse promoted alternating current (AC). This rivalry, often known as the "War of
the Currents," played a pivotal role in shaping the modern electrical infrastructure and had significant
social and economic implications. AC ultimately prevailed due to its efficiency in long-distance power
transmission.

NAME : VINOTH

YEAR : III

CONCEPT NAME : DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital marketing refers to the use of digital channels, platforms, and technologies to promote and
advertise products, services, or brands to a target audience. It encompasses various online tactics,
including search engine optimization (SEO), social media marketing, email marketing, content
marketing, pay-per-click (PPC) advertising, and more. Digital marketing allows businesses to reach a
global audience, track campaign performance, and engage with customers on various online platforms. It
is essential for establishing an online presence, building brand awareness, and driving sales and
conversions in the digital age.



NAME : GOKUL

YEAR : IV

CONCEPT NAME : MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

Mobile technology refers to the use of portable electronic devices and wireless communication networks
for various purposes. It includes smartphones, tablets, and wearable devices. Mobile technology has
transformed how we communicate, work, and access information. Key aspects include mobile apps,
mobile internet, 4G/5G networks, and mobile operating systems like iOS and Android. Mobile
technology enables mobile commerce (m-commerce), location-based services, mobile gaming, and
healthcare applications. Its evolution, including the emergence of foldable phones and augmented reality,
continues to shape our daily lives and industries like healthcare, entertainment, and transportation.

NAME : SHAROOK KHAN

YEAR : IV

CONCEPT NAME : CONTROL SYSTEM

A control system is a set of components or devices that work together to manage, regulate, or
manipulate the behavior of a system or process. It involves measuring the system's output, comparing it
to a desired reference or setpoint, and then using this error signal to adjust the system's inputs or
parameters to achieve the desired outcome. Control systems can be found in various applications, from
industrial processes and manufacturing to automation in vehicles and household appliances. They help
maintain stability, efficiency, and accuracy in complex systems. Examples include PID controllers,
feedback loops, and digital control systems.

NAME : SNEHA

YEAR : IV

CONCEPT NAME : QUTANTUM COMPUTING

Quantum computing is a cutting-edge field in computer science and physics that leverages the principles
of quantum mechanics to perform computations that are exponentially faster than classical computers
for certain types of problems. Unlike classical bits that can be either 0 or 1, quantum bits or qubits can
exist in a superposition of both states, allowing quantum computers to process vast amounts of
information simultaneously.
Quantum computers hold significant potential for solving complex problems in fields like cryptography,
optimization, and materials science. They utilize phenomena such as entanglement and quantum
interference to perform computations. Companies like IBM, Google, and Microsoft are actively
researching and developing quantum computing technologies. However, practical, large-scale quantum
computers are still in the experimental stage and face challenges like quantum error correction and
stability.



NAME : SIVA KUMAR

YEAR : III

CONCEPT NAME : CLOUD ANALYTICS

Cloud analytics refers to the process of collecting, storing, processing, and analyzing data in cloud-based
environments. It leverages cloud computing resources to handle large volumes of data and perform
complex analytics tasks. This approach offers scalability, flexibility, and accessibility, allowing
organizations to gain valuable insights from their data without the need for on-premises infrastructure.
Cloud analytics services often include data warehousing, data lakes, machine learning, and data
visualization tools, making it easier for businesses to extract actionable intelligence, optimize operations,
and make data-driven decisions to stay competitive in the digital age.

NAME : SNEHA

YEAR : III

CONCEPT NAME : MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI) that focuses on developing algorithms and
statistical models that enable computers to learn from and make predictions or decisions based on data.
Instead of being explicitly programmed to perform a task, machine learning systems use data to improve
their performance over time.
Key concepts in machine learning include supervised learning (where models are trained on labeled
data), unsupervised learning (where models identify patterns in unlabeled data), and reinforcement
learning (where models learn through trial and error). Common machine learning algorithms include
decision trees, neural networks, support vector machines, and clustering techniques.

NAME : VASUGI

YEAR : II

CONCEPT NAME : WEB BROWSER

A web browser is a software application that allows users to access and interact with content on the
World Wide Web. It serves as an interface between users and websites, enabling them to view web
pages, navigate through hyperlinks, and interact with various web-based services.
Key features of web browsers include rendering web pages, handling HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
managing bookmarks, and providing features like tabs for multitasking. Popular web browsers include
Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Apple Safari, and Opera. They continually evolve to
improve security, speed, and functionality, offering extensions and add-ons to customize the browsing
experience.



SAMPLE PHOTOS





BEST PRACTICE : 2

MENTORING SYSTEM

The Mentoring system is relatively new in general to a student entering the institute. The students do take

some time to familiarize and feel more comfortable with their mentors and most importantly develop

confidence in them. The students meet their mentors to consult with them regarding the courses to take

and to guide them through the registration process. The students then meet their mentors before every

internal assessment to update them on their progress in every course. The students also see their mentors

after the internal assessments to discuss about their performance and about the scope for improvement

next time and the steps to be taken to achieve the same. The students might also choose to meet their

mentors more regularly for advice regarding matters which may be extra- or co-curricular or otherwise. In

addition, the mentor might also choose to see any student with more regularity when their academic

performance concerns the mentor.



SAMPLE MENTOR BOOK
















































































